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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel mixed game pigeon-inspired opti-
mization (MGPIO) algorithm for unmanned aircraft system (UAS) swarm for-
mation control. The outer loop controller based on artificial potential field
method is designed to transform the UAS swarm formation into abstract
movements in the potential field. The inner loop controller based on PIO is
designed to solve the optimal UAS position. A novel pigeon-inspired opti-
mization integrated with mixed game theory is proposed to enhance its capacity
and convergence speed to solve complex problem while reducing the compu-
tational load. This method maintains the capability of the PIO to diversify the
pigeons’ exploration in the solution space. Moreover, the proposed method
improves the quality of the pigeons based on the situation. A series of simulation
experiments are conducted compared with basic PIO and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) approach. The experimental results verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) has demonstrated repeatedly major potential for
diverse applications in military, civilian and public domains [1]. UAS swarm formation
control has strong coupling and nonlinearity and no direct mapping relationship
between the performance index and the model parameters, the selection of the control
input of the close formation model is a key problem. The swarm intelligence opti-
mization algorithm has no special requirements for solving these problems, hence it has
obvious advantages in controlling unmanned vehicles, robot path planning and UAS
swarm formation.

Pigeon-inspired optimization (PIO) is a novel optimization algorithm, which pre-
sented in 2014 [2]. Unlike other swarm-based algorithms such as Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE), PIO uses the special homing
ability of pigeons that they combine the sun, the earth’s magnetic field and landmarks
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to find their destination. However, the basic PIO algorithm is easy to fall into the local
optimal solution. Xu et al. proposed a modified method based on PIO to avoid falling
into the local optimal value and increase the population diversity by introducing the
adjacent-disturbances and integrated-dispatching strategies [3]. Duan and Wang
employed PIO approach in the training process of the Echo state network (ESN) to
obtain desired parameters [4]. Zhang et al. proposed a novel predator-prey pigeon-
inspired optimization (PPPIO) to solve the UAV three-dimension path planning
problem in dynamic environment [5]. In this paper, a novel pigeon-inspired opti-
mization integrated with mixed game theory (MGPIO) is proposed to solve the problem
for swarm formation of the UAS. PIO is aimed at pigeons’ navigation behavior, by
simulating its characteristics, to find the global optimal solution.

2 Design of Outer Loop Controller Based on Artificial
Potential Field Method

Consider a UAS consisting of n drones in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space, each drone
is considered as a particle, then the kinetic model of each drone is described as follows:

_Pi ¼ vi;mi _vi ¼ ui � kivi; i ¼ 1; . . .; n ð1Þ

where _Pi 2 R
3 indicates the position vector of drone i, _vi 2 R

3 indicates the speed
vector of drone i, mi [ 0 indicates the mass of drone i. _ui 2 R

3 is the control input
value and the �kivi is the speed damping term.

In order to achieve the desired speed of the entire UAS and maintain constant
distance between drones, it is necessary to control the speed of UAS to make it
consistent and tend to expect speed. At the same time, it is necessary to control the
distance between the drones so that the total potential energy is minimized. In sum-
mary, the control input ui of drone i can be described as:

ui ¼ ai þ bi þ ci þ kivi ð2Þ

where ai represents the component generated by the artificial potential function in the
UAS swarm, it comes from Eq. (3). bi represents the component which drone i con-
verges with its neighboring drones. ci represents the component of drone i speed
tending to the desired speed, which depends on the input signal of the leader drone.

The potential function between drone i and its adjacent drone j is:

Vij Pij
�� ��� � ¼ ln Pij

�� ��2 þ R2
desire

pijk k2 ð3Þ

where Pij ¼ Pi � Pj indicates the relative position vector between drone i and drone j.
Rdesire indicates the desired distance between the drone i and drone j [6] in the UAS.

The control input ui of wingman i includes three dimensions. The first two
dimension ui1;2 are the control input in the horizontal direction and the third dimension
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ui3 is in the vertical direction. It is assumed that all drones in the UAS can receive
leader’s input signal (leader’s speed state), the control input ui1;2 can be defined as
follows:

ui1;2 ¼ �Kp

X
r Pij

1;2k kVij � Kv

X
vi1;2 � v j1;2

� �
� mi vi1;2 � v11;2

� �
þ kivi1;2 ð4Þ

where Kv [ 0 indicates the speed feedback gain factor and Kp [ 0 indicates the arti-
ficial potential field gain factor to control the priority of speed’s consistence and the
formation.

The control input in the vertical direction ui3 is defined as follows:

ui3 ¼ �Kh Pi
3 � Pj

3

� �� Kv

X
vi3 � v j3
� �� mi vi3 � v13

� �þ kivi3 ð5Þ

where Kh indicates the altitude feedback gain factor to control the altitude of the
formation.

3 Design of Inner Loop Controller Based on Pigeon-Inspired
Optimization and Mixed Game Theory

3.1 Pigeon-Inspired Optimization

Pigeons have special navigation capabilities. Pigeons use the sun, the Earth’s magnetic
field and landmarks to find paths, and use different navigation tools at different stages
of the itinerary. When they start flying, the pigeons rely more on navigation tool like
compass. In the middle of the itinerary, the navigation tool can be switched to the
landmark, this moment the individual pigeons will re-evaluate the route they have
experienced and make corrections.

Based on the special behavior of the pigeons during the itinerary, pigeon-inspired
optimization uses two different operator models to mimic the different navigation tools
in different stages of the pigeon flight.

Map and Compass Operator
The rules in the map and compass operator are defined with the position Xi and the
velocity Vi of pigeon i, and the positions and velocities in a D-dimension search space
are updated in each iteration. The new position Xi and velocity Vi of pigeon i at the t-th
iteration can be calculated as follows:

Vi tð Þ ¼ Vi t � 1ð Þe�Rt þ r1 Xg � Xi t � 1ð Þ� � ð6Þ

Xi tð Þ ¼ Xi t � 1ð ÞþVi tð Þ ð7Þ
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where R is the map and compass factor, r1 is a random number, and Xg is the current
global best position, which can be obtained by comparing the positions among all the
pigeons.

As shown in Fig. 1, the best position of the pigeons is developed by using map and
compass operator. By comparing the pigeons’ positions, the pigeon on the right is the
best pigeon. Each pigeon can adjust its flying direction according to (6), which is
expressed by the thick arrows. The thin arrows are its former flying direction. The
vector sum of these two arrows is its next flying direction.

Landmark Operator
In the landmark operator, half of pigeons is decreased by Np in every generation.
However, the pigeons are still far from the destination, and they are unfamiliar with the
landmarks. Let Xc be the center of some pigeons’ position at the t-th iteration, and
suppose every pigeon can fly straight to the destination. The position updating rule for
pigeon i at t-th iteration can be given by:

Np tð Þ ¼ Np t � 1ð Þ
2

ð8Þ

Xc tð Þ ¼
P

Np
Xi tð Þf Xi tð Þð ÞP
Np
f Xi tð Þð Þ ð9Þ

Xi tð Þ ¼ Xi t � 1ð Þþ r2 Xc tð Þ � Xi t � 1ð Þð Þ ð10Þ

where r2 is a random number and f is the quality of the pigeon individual. For max-
imum problems, f ¼ f xð Þ, for minimum problems, f ¼ 1

f xð Þþ e, where e is a constant and

f xð Þ is the cost function.
As shown in Fig. 2, the center of these pigeons is their final destination. Half of the

pigeons (pigeons out of the circle) will follow the pigeon, which are close to their
destination. The pigeons, which are close to their destination (pigeons in the circle),
will fly to their destination very quickly.

Fig. 1. Map and compass operator model of PIO
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3.2 Mixed Game Theory

Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium
A mixed strategy is a strategy consisting of possible moves and a probability distri-
bution (collection of weights) which corresponds to how frequently each move is to be
played. A player would only use a mixed strategy when he is indifferent between
several pure strategies, and when keeping the opponent guessing is desirable - that is,
when the opponent can benefit from knowing the next move [7].

If each player in an n-player game has a finite number of pure strategies, then there
exists at least one equilibrium in (possibly) mixed strategies. If there are no pure
strategy equilibria, there must be a unique mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. However,
it is possible for pure strategy and mixed strategy Nash equilibria to coexist [8].

Playing the Field
The concept of an ‘unbeatable strategy’ or an ‘evolutionarily stable strategy’ is extended
to cases in which the payoff to an individual adopting particular strategy depends, not on
the strategy adopted by one or a series of individual opponents, but on some average
property of the population as a whole, or some section of the population [9, 10].

3.3 Pigeon-Inspired Optimization Integrated with Mixed Game Theory

In the mixed game theory, players can choose different strategies with some kind of
probability rather than pure strategies. The basic PIO model is improved by combining
mixed game theory (MGPIO) to increase the diversity of the population and improve
the feasibility and accuracy of solving the problem of UAS swarm formation.

The velocity and position of pigeon i will be updated as follows:

Vi tð Þ ¼ Vi t � 1ð Þe�Rt þ s � r1 Xg � Xi t � 1ð Þ� �þ 1� sð Þ � r2 Xc � Xi t � 1ð Þð Þ ð11Þ

Xi tð Þ ¼ Xi t � 1ð ÞþVi tð Þ ð12Þ

Fig. 2. Landmark operator model in PIO
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where s ¼ 1 or 0, which indicates the pigeon’s available strategies (following the best
pigeon or following the center of the pigeons’ position). r1 and r2 are random numbers
between (0, 1). The probability matrix of the pigeons is defined as:

P ¼ p1
p1 þ p2

p2
p1 þ p2

� � ð13Þ

p1 ¼ Q1 � f Xg
� � ð14Þ

p2 ¼ Q2 � f Xcð Þ ð15Þ

where Qi; i 2 1; 2f g represent the ratio of strategy i at last iteration, f denotes the fitness
value of the position Xg or Xc.

Table 1 shows the procedure of the proposed MGPIO.

3.4 Computation Complexity of MGPIO

From the mathematical description of the MGPIO algorithm, the computation com-
plexity of the algorithm can be calculated as follows: Time complexity of the map and
compass operator or the landmark operator on one generation is O DNp

� �
because the

MGPIO algorithm need to use (11) (12) to update every dimensionality of every
pigeon. Since the number of iterations is Nc, we can sum them up and find out the
computation complexity of the algorithm which is O DNpNc

� �
.

4 Implementation of UAS Swarm Formation Control

4.1 Process of UAS Swarm Formation

The specific process of UAS swarm formation based on MGPIO is as Table 2.
In summary, the basic idea of the inner and outer loop control method to solve the

UAS swarm formation control is: The outer loop controller takes the current cluster

Table 1. Procedure of MGPIO

Step 1 Set parameters and initialize the pigeons’ position and velocity
Step 2 Calculate each pigeon’s fitness value. Determine the best pigeon’s position Xg and

center of the pigeons’ positions Xc

Step 3 According to Eqs. (13)–(15), fill the probability matrix and decide the strategy in
t-th iteration

Step 4 Update positions and velocity. Determine the current optimum solution
Step 5 If Nc < Ncmax, go to Step 2. Otherwise output the best found solution
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state as the controller input, and its output is the expected state at the next moment. At
the same, it also provides an optimization target for the inner loop controller. The
purpose of improving the MGPIO is to find the optimal control input, so that the
difference between actual state and the expected state of the next moment is as small as
possible. In the case that the outer loop controller continuously provides the expected
state, the inner loop controller continuously solves the corresponding input, and so on,
to solve the problems of UAS swarm formation control.

4.2 Comparative Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed MGPIO algorithm and the
effectiveness of UAS swarm formation, a series of experiments compared with basic
PIO algorithm and PSO algorithm are conducted in MATLAB R2018a programming
environment on a PC with 2.50 GHz CPU.

Assume that there are 6 drones in the swarm, including 1 leader and 5 wingmen.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 shows the simulation results when using the MGPIO algorithm.

Table 2. Process of UAS swarm formation

Step 1 The current leader drone control input is given and get the status output
Step 2 Use the artificial potential function (3) and get the expected position
Step 3 Use the inner loop controller based on MGPIO and get the control input of the

wing-man drones in the UAS and the status output
Step 4 Go to step 1 until the termination condition is reached

Fig. 3. Simulation result in a 3-D view
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From Figs. 3, 4 and 5, MGPIO algorithm could form a stable formation. This is
because the MGPIO algorithm have faster convergence speed and it is better at
avoiding local minimum. Simulation and comparison experiments verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed method. The comparative evolutionary curves of
MGPIO with basic PIO, PSO in artificial potential function (3) is showed in Fig. 6.
From evolution curves of three algorithms, it shows MGPIO converged faster than
basic PIO and PSO algorithm and the final result of MGPIO is better than the other two
algorithms.

Fig. 4. Simulation result in a top-down view

Fig. 5. Simulation result in a side view
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5 Conclusions

The UAS swarm formation is a challenging technical problem. This paper uses the
inner and outer loop control to design a UAS swarm formation controller. The outer
loop controller selects the artificial potential field function and the mixed game pigeon-
inspired optimization algorithm is introduced as a parameter regulator for the inner loop
controller. At the same time, the simulation and comparison experiments verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method, and verify the effectiveness of the
MGPIO algorithm by comparing the effects of the UAS swarm form under different
inner loop controllers.
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